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About us

We are one of the world’s
leading providers of
reinsurance, insurance and
other forms of insurancebased risk transfer. Through
our work with clients we fulfil
our vision of helping to make
the world more resilient.

Today, 75% of risks – from
natural catastrophes and
climate change, to ageing
populations and cybercrime
– remain uninsured.
We aim to change that…
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Our vision

We make the world
more resilient
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Our mission

Together, we apply fresh perspectives, knowledge
and capital to anticipate and manage risk.
That’s how we create smarter solutions for
our clients, helping the world rebuild, renew,
and move forward.
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Our brand promise
We take on many of the world’s biggest risk challenges,
empowering our clients with deep knowledge,
intelligent data, and innovative risk solutions, brought
together by our passionate global team.
Working together with our clients and partners, our
promise is to always strive for progress and
performance. Challenging each other, we create value
that moves the world and our businesses forward.
We call this Partnering for progress
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Our people

We are an inclusive organisation
of diverse talents. Collaborating
across the globe, we apply our
unique perspectives and
know-how as one Swiss Re
to make the world more resilient.
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About us
Headquartered in Zurich, Switzerland, where we
were founded in 1863, the Swiss Re Group operates
through a network of around 80 offices globally. Our
approximately 14,000 employees provide a wide
range of technical expertise, enabling us to develop
unique solutions and drive growth.
Swiss Re is organised into two business units
(Reinsurance and Corporate Solutions) – each with a
distinct strategy and set of objectives – along with
our key supporting units and stand-alone brand iptiQ.

Business units

Stand-alone brand

Key supporting units

Through our combined knowledge, expertise and
strong financial position, we act as one Swiss Re to
provide the security and foresight clients need,
especially during times of uncertainty and transition.
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Our global presence
121 nationalities
Approximately 14,000 employees
Network of 81 offices in 29
countries

Americas

EMEA

Brazil
Canada
Colombia
Mexico
USA

Belgium
Denmark
France
Germany
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Ivory Coast

APAC
Liechtenstein
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Slovak Republic
South Africa
Spain
Switzerland
United Kingdom

Australia
China
India
Japan
Malaysia
New Zealand
Singapore
South Korea

Our people split by region
25% Americas
53% EMEA
22% APAC
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Our people, inclusion and diversity
At Swiss Re, diverse talents come together to apply fresh
perspectives and knowledge to make the world more
resilient. We embrace and build a diverse workforce that
brings together the best of multiple generations, cultures,
skillsets and thinking. By leveraging the value of our
differences, we create a culture that fuels performance.

81% of employees agree that Swiss Re provides an open and

We appreciate that flexibility is essential to navigate an
ever-changing environment. Our Own the Way You
WorkTM programme gives employees autonomy to decide
how, when and where they work in accordance with local
regulations.

92% of employees agree that Own the Way You Work enabled

inclusive work environment.*

87% of employees believe Swiss Re is appropriately assisting
employees during the pandemic.*

them to adjust and remain productive during the pandemic.*

For the fourth year in a row, Swiss
Re has been recognized for its
commitment to equality and
advancing women in the
workplace by the Bloomberg
Gender-Equality Index (GEI).

And we have enriched our vision for the way we work with
cutting-edge technology and workplace solutions.
Together, these shape an ambitious and creative company
spirit, where everyone performs at their best.

*2020 Employee Survey results
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Our history
Founded
19th December 1863

1906
Swiss Re pays its largest claims so far for the
San Francisco Earthquake

1950s
Swiss Re extends its global presence with offices in Canada,
Australia, South Africa, and Hong Kong

1968
Swiss Re launches its famous sigma publications to serve
clients around the globe

1995
Swiss Re signs the 'Statement of Environmental
Commitment by the Insurance Industry' in the context of
the United Nation's Environmental Programme (UNEP)

2007
Swiss Re expands its commitment to sustainability
considerations in investment decision making by signing UN
Principles for Responsible Investment (UNPRI)

2020

1863
Swiss Re is founded in Zurich, Switzerland

1910
Swiss Re opens its first foreign office in New York laying
the foundations for its international expansion

1960
Swiss Re founds the Swiss Insurance Training
Centre to support emerging markets

1992
Swiss Re takes the lead in developing insurancelinked securities to supply additional cover In the
wake of Hurricane Andrew

2000
Swiss Re opens its Centre for Global Dialogue
in Rueschlikon

2013
Swiss Re marks its 150 years anniversary

Swiss Re Institute opens a new center in China
February 2022
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The “Swiss Cross”

Our brand
We regularly update
our brand promise and
visual identity in support
of our logo to keep our
brand fresh, relevant
and distinctive.
Our latest refresh in
2021also incorporated
audio branding.

Swiss Re’s first reinsurance treaties were affixed
with a company stamp. In the
early 20th century, the shape of the symbol
became circular

The “Altbau”
In this period, Swiss Re used only its
company name and no logo. An image
of the Altbau building was shown on
the covers of the annual reports

1864
1950s

The “SR”
In connection with Swiss Re’s 100-year
anniversary, a new logo was created.
It depicted the letters S and R as mirror images of
each other

1960

The “Pillars”
A corporate identity was developed to establish
Swiss Re as both a leading, modern company and
an international brand. It included the new
abstract logo and the company colour “Lake”

1995

The “Power Symbol”
On the occasion of Swiss Re's 150-year
anniversary, the company introduced a
modernised version of the logo

2013
February 2022
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Our leadership
Group Executive Committee

Andreas Berger
Chief Executive Officer
Corporate Solutions
Patrick Raaflaub
Group Chief Risk Officer

Paul Murray
Chief Executive Officer
Reinsurance Asia

John Dacey
Group Chief Financial Officer

Urs Baertschi
Chief Executive Officer
Reinsurance EMEA

Pravina Ladva
Chief Digital & Technology
Officer

Jonathan Isherwood
Chief Executive Officer
Reinsurance Americas

Christian Mumenthaler
Group Chief Executive Officer

Cathy Desquesses
Chief Human Resources Officer
& Head Corporate Services

Moses Ojeisekhoba
Chief Executive Officer
Reinsurance

Hermann Geiger
Group Chief Legal Officer

Guido Fürer
Group Chief Investment
Officer

Thierry Léger
Group Chief Underwriting
Officer
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Group
overview
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We operate as ‘One Swiss Re’
Reinsurance
A leading global reinsurer
Corporate Solutions
A specialised risk partner with direct
access to corporate customers
iptiQ
A globally leading digital B2B2C
insurance platform
Our group business foundation
A balanced approach to accountability,
shared values and strengths
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Our strategy offers more than traditional risk transfer
sigma research
SONAR
New emerging risks insights

SwiftRe®
Surety Client Portal

Magnum
CatNet®
PUMA

Ex Tool
MPL for explosions

FacEasy

Engineering underwriting

PULSE
Online risk management

Public sector
risk transfer

Traditional risk
transfer

Large and complex
transactions
February 2022
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Excl. Covid-19

Group financial
performance
Group Results
2021 (USD)

Net income

1.4bn

2020: -0.9bn

Premiums earned and
fee income

42.7bn

Shareholders’ equity

23.6bn

3.0bn

2020: 40.8bn

2020: 27.1bn

Return on equity

5.7%

11.6%

2020: -3.1%

Return on investments

3.2%
2020: 3.5%

P&C Re combined ratio

97.1%

96.6%

2020: 109.0%

L&H Re net operating margin

-2.1%

10.0%

2020: 2.9%

Corporate Solutions combined ratio

90.6%

92.0%

2020: 115.5%
February 2022
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Revenue split 2021

Group financial
performance

P&C Re
51%
L&H Re
35%
Corporate Solutions
13%
Group Items
1%

Ratings (02/2022)

AA–

Aa3

A+

Standard & Poor’s

Moody’s

A.M. Best

EMEA 32%
USD 13.5 bn
Americas 49%
USD 21.0 bn
Asia 19%
USD 8.2 bn
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Investment portfolio split

Investment
portfolio

FY 2021

USD bn

121.2
Assets under management

3.2%
Return on investment

Cash and cash
equivalents
4%

Short term
investments
7%

Government bonds
39%

Credit bonds
33%

Equities
7%

Mortgages and
other loans
3%

Other investments
(incl. policy loans)
7%
February 2022
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Our
business

February 2022

Reinsurance

Our Reinsurance Business Unit covers
both Property & Casualty (P&C) and
Life & Health (L&H).
We're a leading, diversified global reinsurer,
providing expertise and services to clients
throughout the world, since 1863.
What sets us apart is our financial strength,
unrivalled knowledge and expertise, quality
underwriting and, most importantly, our
partnership approach with clients.

FY 2021
Premiums earned
and fee income

We collaborate with our clients to
understand their needs, and subsequently
develop solutions that capitalise on the
quality of our expertise.

36.8
USD bn
February 2022
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Geographically diversified premium split
% of net earned premium by geography 2021

Reinsurance P&C

Americas
53%
EMEA
31%
Asia
16%

Portfolio composition
% of net earned premium by segment 2021

FY 2021
Premiums earned

Combined ratio

Property 40%
Liability 24%
Motor 16%

21.9

97.1%

Accident & Health 6%
Engineering 6%
Marine 3%
Aviation 2%

USD bn

96.6%
Excl. Covid-19

Credit & Surety 2%
Other Specialty 1%
February 2022
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Geographically diversified premium split
% of net earned premium by geography 2021

Reinsurance L&H

Americas
43%
EMEA
32%
Asia
25%

Portfolio composition
% of net earned premium by segment 2021

FY 2021
Premiums earned
and fee income

Net operating margin

Mortality 56%
Longevity 13%

14.9

-2.1%

Critical illness 12%
Disability10%
Medical 7%

USD bn

10.0%

Other 2%

Excl. Covid-19
February 2022
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Reinsurance claims
We make the world
more resilient

During 2021 we paid

USD 12.4bn
in P&C claims

USD 14.0bn
in L&H claims

which translates into

3,500

237m

clients
benefitting
from our
reinsurance
support

family members,
loved ones and
caregivers
protected
through L&H Re
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Corporate Solutions
Advancing corporate
insurance together

FY 2021
Net premiums earned

Swiss Re Corporate Solutions provides risk
transfer solutions to large and mid-sized
corporations around the world.
At Swiss Re Corporate Solutions, we are
relentlessly addressing industry
inefficiencies and customer and broker pain
points to transform corporate insurance.
By combining fresh, innovative perspectives
with tech-driven solutions and applied
expertise, we are leading the industry
forward. We are rethinking corporate
insurance with you in mind.

Combined ratio

5.3

90.6%

USD bn

92.0%
Excl. Covid-19
February 2022
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Geographically diversified premium split
% of net earned premium by geography 2021

Corporate Solutions
portfolio

North America
42%
Latin America
4%
EMEA
24%
Asia
9%
elipsLife
21%

Portfolio composition
% of net earned premium by segment 2021
Property 30%
Professional liability 17%

47%

20%

33%

Large
Corporates

Mid-sized
Corporates

Other

Accident & Health 7%
Other liability 5%
Credit & Surety 8%
Other specialty 12%
elipsLife Medex 8%
elipsLife other13%
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Corporate Solutions
Corporate claims

During 2021we:
closed

~225

innovative transactions

protected

+15,000
large and midcorporate customers

and paid

USD 2.7bn
in claims

February 2022
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Our Corporate
Solutions value
proposition makes
six promises to
our customers

Provide fresh and
innovative perspectives
We push the status quo and seek better,
more sustainable ways to manage risk
through our thought leadership, research
and new perspectives

Understand and deliver on
customer needs
We focus relentlessly on our customers,
providing a superior experience and fit-forpurpose solutions that address their needs

Integrate analytics and techdriven solutions
We are creating state-of the-art, highly
scalable and innovative risk management
solutions, powered by data and technology

Make it easy to do business
with us
We work together with our customers and
partners to develop holistic, integrated and
easy-to-implement solutions and experiences

Apply knowledge and
expertise
We use our unparalleled risk expertise and
solid financial strength to ensure our
customers’ businesses are protected in a
changing world

Deliver effective, high
performance
We challenge ourselves by relentlessly going
above and beyond to work more efficiently,
commercially and customer-oriented.
We lead with courage
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iptiQ is a global B2B2C retail insurance business of Swiss Re
Americas

Europe

Asia Pacific

US

CN

APAC

AU

1.6m+

USD 723m

Customers FY 2021

Gross Premium Written FY 2021

USD 53m
Adjusted Gross Income FY 2021
excl. COVID-19 and nat-cat impacts

~100% 30
Premium CAGR for FY 2018-21

With a global B2B2C digital insurance platform we are aimed at
both digital and traditional affinity distribution partners
B2B2C model

Global expansion accelerating
 iptiQ has become a standalone division as of the start of 2021,
reporting directly to the Group CEO
B2C

 Further expansion of footprint across regions with China market
entry planned later in 2022

 COVID-19 accelerates the shift to digital sales distribution
B2B

channels, providing further long-term growth opportunities

 Technology and 4 assembled platform open-up possibilities beyond
pure underwriting revenue

 iptiQ has built an organisation of over 750 people (218 with
technical background) and continues to attract talent across the
world

 51 partnerships at end of 2021

We further expanded our B2B2C offering while increasing scale of our existing partnerships
31

Long-standing industry knowledge and risk
insights based on innovative data and
modelling tools.

Public Sector Solutions builds on
its risk partnerships to create a
sustainable response to the global
agenda of governments across the
world.

By combining insurance and tech
applications we provide public sector clients
with a digital disaster risk management
opportunity.

Public Sector Solutions offers a suite of risk
transfer solutions combining parametric and
indemnity-based insurance products to
smoothly transfer risks to the (re)insurance
industry.
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Meet Swiss Re’s Public
Sector Solutions Team
Seattle

+800 bound transactions
since 2011 demonstrate the
need for the covers we offer

New York City

London
Zurich

Bratislava

Beijing
Tokyo

Washington D.C.
Mexico City

Mumbai
Bogota
Singapore

With our global footprint we
provide tailored support for
the specific needs of our
public sector clients

Always at the forefront, we
are a pioneer in emerging
and industrialized markets

São Paulo
Cape Town

Sydney

“1st team in the reinsurance industry to be
fully dedicated to the public sector.”
33

What sets
us apart

February 2022

Our
differentiators

Risk Knowledge
allows us to develop better
products with and for our clients.

Capital Strength
provides us with great financial
flexibility and enables us to seize
opportunities quickly.

Client Franchise
built through unique relationships
and long-term partnerships.

Tech & Data
to advance risk management and
make insurance more easily
accessible
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We leverage Tech and Data to drive the value of our solutions

Product
Development

Underwriting
& Pricing

Sales and
Distribution

Post Sales
Services

Claims

Contracts

Analytics solutions
to access and
commodify new &
existing risk pools

Streamlining
underwriting with
predictive
modelling

Data-driven lapse,
retention and
propensity to bind
models

Post sales services
include data
visualizations,
consulting
services, portfolio
& trend insights

Statistical
methods & claims
review approach
to mitigate risk
and save costs

Natural Language
Processing to
analyze contracts
and automatically
understand
coverage

February 2022
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Mitigating climate risk

Risk knowledge
focus areas

We mitigate the risk of natural catastrophes with innovative
solutions to reduce the risks where possible and to withstand
more frequent and severe climate impacts.

Advancing the societal benefits of
digitisation
Increasing computing power and vast volumes of data offer
great promise for risk management. We’re working with
clients and partners to realise the full potential of digitalisation.

Living longer, healthier lives
We’re pioneering new ways to help insurers and their
customers manage dynamic risks and boost people's healthy
longevity in an uncertain world.

Strengthening global cooperation
We advocate global cooperation and a multilateral approach
that promotes the macro-economic, legislative and social
conditions that help make the world more resilient.

Building a sustainable future
To us, sustainability is a long-term value driver, as we focus on
sustainable investing and underwriting, the transition to netzero economy, and protecting biodiversity.
February 2022
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Our
sustainability
approach

Our 2030
sustainability
ambitions

Our
principles

Mitigating
climate risk and
advancing the
energy transition

Building
societal
resilience

Driving affordable
insurance with
digital solutions

Embed
sustainability in
all our business
activities

We insure, invest,
operate and share our
knowledge in a way that
tackles sustainability
challenges and creates
long-term value

Lead
sustainabilitylinked solutions
and embrace
opportunities

Quantify
sustainability
performance and
impact
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Our Sustainability Journey

Signing of

Adopted FSB TCFD
recommendations

Signing of

Reduced investing in thermal
coal companies

2003

2007/08

1979
100% GHG
neutral

2012
Formal
Sustainable
Business
Risk Framework
developed

2016
Commitment to

2019

2017

2015

2009

Obtain 100%
of power
from renewable
sources

Reduced providing
re/insurance
to thermal coal

2018
Shift of
investment
portfolio
to follow ESG
investment
benchmarks

Net-zero
GHG emissions
in operations

2050

2023

2020
Commitments
to UN
Climate
Action Summit

2030
Stop providing
re/insurance
to most carbonintensive
oil & gas
production

Net-zero
GHG emissions
across entire
business
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Our progress towards net-zero emissions
Business areas

Commitments

Initiative examples

Net-Zero Insurance Alliance

 Exclude support to thermal coal and most carbon
intensive oil & gas companies1

Asset Management

Net-Zero Asset Owner Alliance

 Achieved a 50% average carbon intensity reduction in
investment portfolio2
 Developing 16% to 29% CO2 reduction targets by 2025
on Public Equity and Corporate Debt

Operations

Net-zero
operations

 100% powered by renewable energy and 30% CO2
reduction target for air travel for 20213
 Internal carbon levy increased to USD 100/tonne as of
2021, and to USD 200/tonne by 2030

Re/insurance

2030
1
2
3

2050

Swiss Re will exclude business support to companies producing the world’s 5% and 10% most carbon intensive oil and gas from July 2021and July 2023, respectively
50% average carbon intensity reduction across credits and listed equities as at FY 2019 vs. FY 2015
100% renewable power used for Swiss Re’s own operations since September 2019; CO2 reduction target relative to air travel levels as at FY 2018
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Our key
supporting units
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Swiss Re
Institute

Delivering powerful insights on current and
future issues affecting the re/insurance
industry and the world at large.

We produce a broad range of
industry leading knowledge
publications, including SIGMA

Our research publications enable riskfocused decision-making and identify
strategic opportunities in the re/insurance
industry.

Swiss Re Institute harnesses Swiss Re's risk
knowledge to produce data driven research
across the company and with partner
organisations. We foster knowledge sharing
and support decision making with our
industry focused publications, client
programmes and conferences.
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R&D value-driver framework
 Business steering

Research &
Development

 Capital allocation
 Risk selection and pricing
 Commercialisation
 Efficiency

Project examples
 Insurance markets and cycle analysis
 Macroeconomic R&D
 Targeted portfolio analysis for liabilities
and assets

670 15 125
R&D FTEs

R&D teams

R&D programmes

 Key perils risk views and pricing tools
 Expanding risk and data services and
analytics for clients:
 Magnum
 Life Guide
February 2022
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Swiss Re
Foundation

Together with our partners and Swiss Re
employees, we support efforts to strengthen
societal resilience in targeted low-income
communities and in communities near
Swiss Re locations.
To help build resilient societies, the
Foundation offers its partners tailored
grant financing, access to expertise,
research and capacity building as well
as collaborative networks, to create
measurable, lasting impacts at scale.
We focus on two areas:
Natural hazard &
climate risk
management

Access to health

To know more, visit: swissrefoundation.org
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We are Swiss Re
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Thank you!
Contact us

Follow us

46
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Legal notice

©2022 Swiss Re. All rights reserved. You may use this presentation for private or internal purposes but note
that any copyright or other proprietary notices must not be removed. You are not permitted to create any
modifications or derivative works of this presentation, or to use it for commercial or other public purposes,
without the prior written permission of Swiss Re.
The information and opinions contained in the presentation are provided as at the date of the presentation
and may change. Although the information used was taken from reliable sources, Swiss Re does not accept
any responsibility for its accuracy or comprehensiveness or its updating. All liability for the accuracy and
completeness of the information or for any damage or loss resulting from its use is expressly excluded.
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